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Abstract
Data is your friend
Working in the animal industry can be daunting at times, but when staff face abandoned, abused, stray or just
plain unwanted animals the task can seem so much harder. There are significant costs involved – and more than
just animals’ lives. Staff can easily become overwhelmed and despondent whilst at the same time organisations
struggle to manage the increasing drain on limited finances and resources. Additionally shelters, rescues and
pounds are faced with increasing community concerns regarding animal welfare outcomes.
There is light at the end of the tunnel – by using proven, straightforward concepts and practices both local
governments and private organisations can work together to achieve amazing outcomes. Data is your friend.
Just by knowing some basic information your organisation will be able to assess options regarding intake and
adoption practices, reduce the time animals spend in your facility and minimise disease. All these things will
save your organisation money, improve staff moral and consolidate community support. Learn how one
organisation was able to increase intake and adoptions, assist other local governments and shelter organisations
whilst substantially reducing and remaining disease free for over a year.

Full Paper
Before you can begin to implement positive changes within your shelter, rescue or pound, you first need to establish where
you currently sit. That is, you need to know what it is actually costing your organisation to complete a task. The task can be a
small, simple task, eg how much does it cost to vaccinate a cat or dog? Or one task can be made up of multiple segments
involving different departments. It doesn’t matter what you are focusing on, you need to know some basic information first
before you can start to assess what you currently have in place and look for areas where you can make changes.
For this exercise, let’s focus on how much it costs your shelter, rescue, pound etc to handle an animal. In our case, a cat or
kitten, from when you first interact with it until it leaves your care. You just might be astounded at how much you are spending
and what you are spending your money on.
For municipal organisations:
• As an example:
How much time is spent on the incoming call regarding a wandering or nuiscance cat? The
receptionist has to answer the call, talk to the complainant, answer or redirect the call, make notes about the call,
potentially multiple times if the caller calls more than once. How many times a day does this happen?
• Then what happens??? How much time and how many people are involved in the next stage?? And the stage after
that??? Who traps the cat? What discussion occurs with the complainant and the person responsible for trapping the cat?
Who inspects the trap and how often? Who takes the trapped cat to the pound/rescue/shelter?
• Time is money. You need to add it all up. Our local pound was quietly surprised to learn that it cost them apprx $400 per
cat or kitten from the nuisance call to offloading the animal at our shelter.
From the shelter perspective:
The clock starts ticking again at CPS from when the Ranger enters the reception area with the cat until there is an outcome for
the animal.
• How much time is involved in completing paperwork and computer entry? Transferring the animal from the Ranger trap to a
CPS carrier? Transferring the cat to the assessment room, veterinary assessment, treatments (flea/worm/ vaccine),
transferring the cat to housing …….
• Is it a surrender or a stray on an 8 day stray hold?
• How much does food/water/kennel hand attention costs per day??
• Surgery and microchip – this is what I mean by costs involving different departments – how much does it cost to spay /
castrate a cat??? (time, drugs, amount of suture material, kit preparation, scrub or disinfectant preparations, scalpel etc etc
…..)
• Into adoption – LOS how much does it cost to feed, house, clean a cat/day????
• Estimated average cost per day to house a cat is $25.00. So, $25/day x 2 days? x12 days???, x 30 days???? What about
those cats that wait 2 months/ 8 wks before being adopted???? $25.00 x7 days/wk x 8 wks = $1400.00
• Don’t forget to add the stray hold period to this figure – entry day plus 8 day stray hold = 9 days x $25 = $225 + $1,400 =
$1,625, plus vet treatments……………..
Once you know your basic costs you can start to analyse the different functions or tasks that occur on a daily basis. Ask
yourself or your team, how can we do things differently to improve our processes or practices and save more money. Talk to
those who do the different jobs as those on the coal face will have good ideas.
Think outside the box – the best information is just waiting to be picked up.

:

Benefits of collecting and using data

•

Range of software available to collect and track data, eg, Shelter Buddy, Excel,
Animal Management System (ASM)

•

Communication tool between shelter staff and management

•

When promptly entered can trap a lot of information, highlighting trends

•

Identify trends, areas animals from, repeat offenders, busier times of the day,
disease pockets, trading times (Xmas, school holidays, regional festivities)

•

Tracks animals requiring procedures (desexing, vaccination, microchip etc)
increasing efficiency and accuracy

•

Identify and track disease outbreaks in the shelter

•

Highlight areas where pilot programmes can be implemented and monitored for
effect

•

Track your progress and develop KPIs

•

Feed information into a national data base

•

Influence government policy and laws – data is the only way to effect durable
change

•

Improves success of collaborations/partnerships with other organisations

•

Assess the success/impact of targeted desexing programmes

•

Join the 10,000 Cat Challenge in Australia

MCC – Save
1,000,000
in 5 yrs
Achieved in 4 yrs
}
}

Australian initiative 10,000 in 3 Yrs
Interested??

Email: aenright7@gmail.com

